The Black Country
Geodiversity Action Plan

“making a positive contribution to the enrichment of
the Black Country environment and quality of life by
conserving, enhancing and managing the region’s
geological heritage and diversity for the benefit of all”

Geodiversity
Geodiversity is “the geological variety of rocks, minerals, fossils and
landscape together with the natural processes which form them”. It is
also “the link between the landscape, people and their culture: it is the
variety of geological environments, phenomena and processes that
make the landscape and soils and provides the framework for life on
earth”.
Geodiversity underpins biodiversity. In fact biodiversity (the variety of
life on earth) relies on geology for diversity of habitat and the ecosystem
and soil is the link between them.

Geodiversity and Community
Geology influences human settlement, water supply and the location of
industry and centres of work and prosperity. This is particularly true of
the Black Country where the diversity of mineral wealth including coal,
ironstone, limestone, fireclays, brick clays, roadstone, moulding sand,
building sand, gravels and building stones gave rise to major industries
such as mining, iron and steel production, foundries, glass manufacture
and brickmaking.
Relative to its area the Black Country has the most diverse geology of
anywhere in the world. A diversity which has led directly to prosperity
and wealth generation for the region and which has also contributed to
scientific knowledge and understanding on an international scale.

Geodiversity and the Environment
Geology characterises the local scene and the built environment. Quite
apart from natural outcrops and the landscape, quarried products such
as limestone, sandstones, dolerite and even recycled slag have been
used for walls, churches and other buildings as well as in the street scene
as kerbstones, paving and cobbles. This all contributes to what gives
local distinctiveness and neighbourhood character.

Geodiversity and the Future
The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan (BCGAP) has been
developed, by a Steering Group Partnership, in recognition of this
incredible heritage, to identify, promote and make accessible the wealth
of geological and related cultural and heritage features of the sub region.
In scope it encompasses the boroughs of Dudley, Sandwell, Walsall and
the City of Wolverhampton.
The BCGAP defines the guiding principles and priorities to ensure that
the best is made of our globally, nationally and regionally important
geological heritage for the benefit of all.
The BCGAP has both strategic objectives and local practical projects
within its framework and specifically aims to integrate natural and
human cultural heritage, as powerfully and holistically as possible,
within its territory and beyond. Geodiversity gave the Black Country a
wealth of industries; geodiversity now has implications for the Visitor
Economy, education and improvement of the environment.
The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan is an evolving and guiding
process for planning and will be updated and evaluated constantly.

The aim of the BCGAP is expressed in the partners’ vision statement, viz,
‘to make a positive contribution to the enrichment of the Black Country environment and quality
of life by conserving, enhancing and managing the region’s geological heritage and diversity for
the benefit of all’;
To achieve this aim seven objectives have been agreed. These are:
1 To ensure geodiversity is identified and included as an integral part of all Black Country subregional and local strategies, plans and policies.
2 To develop and maintain comprehensive geodiversity data resources integrated with other data sets.
3 To protect and enhance the geodiversity resource by appropriate designation of geological sites and
features commensurate with their local, regional, national or international importance.
4 To manage existing geodiversity resources and create new features and opportunities in association
with partners.
5 To increase public awareness and appreciation of the Black Country Geodiversity Heritage.
6 To maximise the opportunities for Black Country geodiversity to contribute to all levels of education
including life long learning.
7 To establish appropriate mechanisms to secure the continuity, sustainability and effectiveness of the
BCGAP process.
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The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan
2006/2007
PRIORITY WORK AREA 1
Establishing Common Geodiversity Policy to ensure use and protection of features
Objective 1:
To ensure geodiversity is
identified and included as an
integral part of all Black Country
sub-regional and local strategies,
plans and policies

Identify geodiversity resources of
the Black Country

Identify and review existing
policy and initiatives

Identify key personnel and
organisations

Identify areas where geodiversity
should be included

Develop relationships with key
personnel and organisations

SEE OBJECTIVE 3
Rolling programme of site and
feature audits

Culture/Heritage

Biodiversity

Tourism

Minerals/Waste

Regeneration

Environment

Community

Engineering

Leisure

Education

Formulate training for
relevant key personnel

Circulate good practice
examples

Development Control
Other
Dudley SPD
Get Geodiversity included
through lobby/discussion

Attend
meetings
as appropriate

Key to colour coding

Provide
information on
request

Integrate The BCGAP with
existing policy and initiatives

Other GAPs

Set up planning/specialist
staff geodiversity networks

Propose and develop new
policy and initiatives

Black Country Geopark

Routine ongoing work
Task yet to begin
Task underway
Task complete

A comprehensive set of actions, deadlines and assigned personnel is
defined in separate Action Plan Tables that work alongside these
logical flowcharts. Monitoring these specific actions allows the
progress of the work to be charted year to year. The priorities for
2006/7 are given overleaf.

Agreed Priorities for the 2006/7 Season
1. To obtain and circulate copies of the West Midlands Biodiversity
Environmental Education Policy
2. To ensure that some members of the geodiversity team attend all
relevant Black Country strategic meetings relating to the environment
3. To provide information and have effective input to emerging policy
(including economic, environmental, heritage & culture, tourism,
education, community, leisure, regeneration etc)
4. To finalise and publish the Geology and Development code within the
Nature Conservation Supplementary Planning Document for Dudley
and circulate as best practice
5. To develop and execute a geodiversity/biodiversity training day for
local government officers in the Black Country
6. To make an application to the European Geoparks Network for the
establishment of a Black Country Geopark

Agreed Priorities for the 2007/8 Season
• To ensure that some members of the geodiversity team attend all
meetings of the Black Country Study
• To provide information and have effective input to emerging policy
(including economic, environmental, heritage & culture, tourism,
education, community, leisure, regeneration etc)
• To have input to the Black Country sub-region joint core strategy
common policy as and when appropriate

Monitoring & Updating
Each year progress on these actions will be reviewed and progress reported
with the adoption of new and emerging priorities.

Help Us To Make A Difference
The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan aims to make the wonderful
geological heritage of the Black Country accessible and enjoyable across the
four Black Country boroughs. It is a partnership between specialists and
non-specialists with a desire to make things better. If you would like to
help with any of the projects identified in these tables or if you have other
ideas for the geology of your area please don't hesitate to contact the
Geodiversity Partnership on 01384 443644 or via Dudley Museum & Art
Gallery 01384 815575.

The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan
2006/2007
PRIORITY WORK AREA 2
Geodiversity data resources and their management
Objective 2
To develop and maintain
comprehensive geodiversity data
resources integrated with other
data sets

Review data sources

Review existing data systems

Identify what exists, its formats ,
availability and any gaps

Meet with relevant organisations
and individuals

Meet with organisations who
hold data

Identify technical issues with
capturing storing and sharing
data

Investigate data sharing
possibilities and sensitivities

Formulate training for relevant
key personnel

Specify system and host location

Identify key geodiversity data
users

Meet key personnel and
organisations and identify their
interests and needs

Design templates and process to
begin capturing new data

Formulate training for relevant
personnel

Identify and secure funding
Begin data capture

Capture shared data

Build and trial the system
Continue data capture

Go live with system

Expand and maintain system

Key to colour coding
Routine ongoing work
Task yet to begin
Task underway
Task complete

A comprehensive set of actions, deadlines and assigned personnel is
defined in separate Action Plan Tables that work alongside these
logical flowcharts. Monitoring these specific actions allows the
progress of the work to be charted year to year. The priorities for
2006/7 are given overleaf.

Agreed Priorities for the 2006/7 Season
1. Meet with main repositories of geological data and summarise their
profiles
2. Hold detailed meetings with UKRIGs to investigate their database
systems as possible adoption for the BCGAP work
3. Identify 'sensitive issues' and 'sensitive data'

Agreed Priorities for the 2007/8 Season
• Hold design meetings to decide best solutions to anticipated data
enquiries and draft a system specification
• Make decision on hosting system and its update and maintenance
• Make initial decisions about data capture & gathering programme
• Make applications to funding bodies who might support this part of the
geodiversity work

Monitoring & Updating
Each year progress on these actions will be reviewed and progress reported
with the adoption of new and emerging priorities.

Help Us To Make A Difference
The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan aims to make the wonderful
geological heritage of the Black Country accessible and enjoyable across the
four Black Country boroughs. It is a partnership between specialists and
non-specialists with a desire to make things better. If you would like to
help with any of the projects identified in these tables or if you have other
ideas for the geology of your area please don't hesitate to contact the
Geodiversity Partnership on 01384 443644 or via Dudley Museum & Art
Gallery 01384 815575.

The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan
2006/2007
PRIORITY WORK AREA 3
Site and feature identification, designation, protection and enhancement
Objective 3
To protect and enhance the
geodiversity resource by
appropriate designation of
geological sites and features
commensurate with their local,
regional, national or international
importance

Review designation criteria

Identify what exists and any
weaknesses and gaps

Produce mutually agreeable
criteria

Audit and categorise geodiversity
features

Nominate geodiversity sites and
features for consideration

Meet key personnel and
organisations introduce them to
the listings

Publish lists of designated
features

Apply criteria
Maintain and update listings

Agree processes for nominating
and processing features and sites

Take site or feature through the
designation processes

Distribute and chase
comment on listings

Designate or reject

Update listings

Key to colour coding
Routine ongoing work
Task yet to begin
Task underway
Task complete

A comprehensive set of actions, deadlines and assigned personnel is
defined in separate Action Plan Tables that work alongside these
logical flowcharts. Monitoring these specific actions allows the
progress of the work to be charted year to year. The priorities for
2006/7 are given overleaf.

Agreed Priorities for the 2006/7 Season
1. Summarise existing geological/ biological/ historic environment feature
and site designation systems
2. Discuss a Black Country-wide system for assessing and designating sites
and features with partners
3. Begin the systematic audit and record the geodiversity of the Black
Country
4. Carry out a series of site surveys in Walsall
5. Carry out a series of site surveys in Wolverhampton
6. Make initial enquiries where appropriate about the potential purchase of
geodiversity sites
7. Make initial contact with landowners about securing rock exposures
under development threat

Agreed Priorities for the 2007/8 Season
• Carry out site surveys in Walsall
• Carry out site surveys in Wolverhampton

Monitoring & Updating
Each year progress on these actions will be reviewed and progress reported
with the adoption of new and emerging priorities.

Help Us To Make A Difference
The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan aims to make the wonderful
geological heritage of the Black Country accessible and enjoyable across the
four Black Country boroughs. It is a partnership between specialists and
non-specialists with a desire to make things better. If you would like to
help with any of the projects identified in these tables or if you have other
ideas for the geology of your area please don't hesitate to contact the
Geodiversity Partnership on 01384 443644 or via Dudley Museum & Art
Gallery 01384 815575.

The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan
2006/2007
PRIORITY WORK AREA 4
Management of existing geodiversity and creation of new features and sites
Objective 4
To manage existing geodiversity
resources and create new features
and opportunities in association
with partners

Review needs of all
designated and managed
sites and features

Identify processes that can
lead to new and enhanced
geodiversity

Write or update individual
management plans for each
feature or site

Produce or update
guidance documentation or
multi media information

Implement management
plans at each feature or site

Distribute information

Programme of review of
plans in force

Meet key personnel and
organisations introduce
them to geodiversity
issues

Formulate training for
relevant personnel

Draw up skills review
dates and additional
training as required

Review and update
information and circulate

Key to colour coding
Routine ongoing work
Task yet to begin
Task underway
Task complete

A comprehensive set of actions, deadlines and assigned personnel is
defined in separate Action Plan Tables that work alongside these
logical flowcharts. Monitoring these specific actions allows the
progress of the work to be charted year to year. The priorities for
2006/7 are given overleaf.

Agreed Priorities for the 2006/7 Season
1. To undertake or where appropriate commission ecological surveys and
impact assessment for selected sites and features
2. Generate a 'Key geodiversity features of the Black Country' Plan
3. Develop a manual of operations and processes that will improve and
yield new geodiversity features
4. Initiate discussions about a Black Country wide programme of
geodiversity training to be developed and rolled out for site wardens
5. Protect through raising awareness and ownership

Agreed Priorities for the 2007/8 Season
• Update the 'Key geodiversity features of the Black Country' plan
• Hold a geodiversity management training session

Monitoring & Updating
Each year progress on these actions will be reviewed and progress reported
with the adoption of new and emerging priorities.

Help Us To Make A Difference
The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan aims to make the wonderful
geological heritage of the Black Country accessible and enjoyable across the
four Black Country boroughs. It is a partnership between specialists and
non-specialists with a desire to make things better. If you would like to
help with any of the projects identified in these tables or if you have other
ideas for the geology of your area please don't hesitate to contact the
Geodiversity Partnership on 01384 443644 or via Dudley Museum & Art
Gallery 01384 815575.

The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan
2006/2007
PRIORITY WORK AREA 5
Increase public awareness of geodiversity
Objective 5
To increase public awareness and
appreciation of the Black Country
Geodiversity Heritage

Identify a range of geodiversity
public events

Identify a range of imaginative
geodiversity projects to raise the
profile and general awareness

Investigate processes and needs
for the establishment of a
BLACK COUNTRY GEOPARK

Project launch events
Open days at venues
Guided Walks
Lectures and talks

On-site
interpretation

Interpretative
literature

Web site

Multi media
projects

Festivals and fairs
Exhibitions
and arts

Special events

Collections

Meet key personnel and
organisations understand
global geopark issues

Prepare presentation materials

Databases and information systems
Educational materials

Meet key personnel and
organisations to discuss and
obtain support

Planned marketing of all projects

Periodic review and update

Generate further ideas

Key to colour coding

Prepare and submit Geopark
application

Geopark established

Implement management and
development plans

Routine ongoing work
Task yet to begin
Task underway
Task complete

A comprehensive set of actions, deadlines and assigned personnel is
defined in separate Action Plan Tables that work alongside these
logical flowcharts. Monitoring these specific actions allows the
progress of the work to be charted year to year. The priorities for
2006/7 are given overleaf.

Agreed Priorities for the 2006/7 Season
1. Make application for the Black Country Geopark
2. Produce interpretive literature/online resources for the 'Scorching
Deserts and Icy Wastes' project
3. Design and produce a travelling display about the geodiversity of the
Black Country
4. Investigate the possibility of filming and multi-media production for
the 'Last Blast' project for Rowley Quarries
5. Attend and enthusiastically support the 50th anniversary celebrations
for Wren’s Nest National Nature Reserve
6. Organise a BCGAP launch Event
7. Lead and participate in geodiversity presentations, field meetings or
indoor events
8. Produce a BCGAP glossy brochure and online resource

Agreed Priorities for the 2007/8 Season
• Lead and participate in geodiversity presentations, field meetings or
indoor events
• Hold discussions and make decisions about a Black Country
Geodiversity web site
• Update travelling display about the geodiversity of the Black Country

Monitoring & Updating
Each year progress on these actions will be reviewed and progress reported
with the adoption of new and emerging priorities.

Help Us To Make A Difference
The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan aims to make the wonderful
geological heritage of the Black Country accessible and enjoyable across the
four Black Country boroughs. It is a partnership between specialists and
non-specialists with a desire to make things better. If you would like to
help with any of the projects identified in these tables or if you have other
ideas for the geology of your area please don't hesitate to contact the
Geodiversity Partnership on 01384 443644 or via Dudley Museum & Art
Gallery 01384 815575.

The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan
2006/2007
PRIORITY WORK AREA 6
Geodiversity in Education
Objective 6
To maximise the opportunities for
Black Country geodiversity to
contribute to all levels of
education including life long
learning

Identify a range of inspirational
Geodiversity events

Identify a range of imaginative
geodiversity educational projects
to increase general awareness and
understanding

Establish a museum based
Geology Outreach Service to take
the subject into schools

Project launch events
Open days at venues
Guided walks
Lectures and talks
Festivals and fairs

On-site
interpretation

Interpretative
literature

Web site

Multi media
projects

Special events
Exhibitions
and arts

Collections

Meet key personnel and
organisations understand
curriculum issues

Prepare educational materials

Databases and information systems
Educational materials

Appoint staff and deliver
sessions in school

Planned marketing of all projects

Periodic review and update

Generate further ideas

Review feedback from schools
and amend sessions
accordingly

Maintain and update
resources

Key to colour coding
Routine ongoing work
Task yet to begin
Task underway
Task complete

A comprehensive set of actions, deadlines and assigned personnel is
defined in separate Action Plan Tables that work alongside these
logical flowcharts. Monitoring these specific actions allows the
progress of the work to be charted year to year. The priorities for
2006/7 are given overleaf.

Agreed Priorities for the 2006/7 Season
1. Develop geological 'Outreach Service' for Black Country schools and
colleges
2. Participate in the planned geological study day/6th Form conference
on applied geology at a Black Country venue
3. Participate in the UKRIGs site education project with specific input to
Black Country case studies
4. Make clear educational/curriculum links in other geodiversity projects
5. Summarise curriculum needs for the coming year and work up new
projects with specific learning outcomes

Agreed Priorities for the 2007/8 Season
• Make clear educational/ curriculum links in other geodiversity projects
• Summarise curriculum needs for the coming year and work up new
projects with specific learning outcomes.

Monitoring & Updating
Each year progress on these actions will be reviewed and progress reported
with the adoption of new and emerging priorities.

Help Us To Make A Difference
The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan aims to make the wonderful
geological heritage of the Black Country accessible and enjoyable across the
four Black Country boroughs. It is a partnership between specialists and
non-specialists with a desire to make things better. If you would like to
help with any of the projects identified in these tables or if you have other
ideas for the geology of your area please don't hesitate to contact the
Geodiversity Partnership on 01384 443644 or via Dudley Museum & Art
Gallery 01384 815575.

The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan
2006/2007
PRIORITY WORK AREA 7
Sustaining the BCGAP process
Objective 7
To establish appropriate
mechanisms to secure the
continuity, sustainability and
effectiveness of the BCGAP
process

Maintain and enhance the
steering group membership

Identify exciting and relevant
projects and fundraise

Use BCGAP project launch
events to gather new members

Look at ways of generating
income to support the work of
the BCGAP

Annual event with other
stakeholders

Financial support from BCGAP
member organisations

Key to colour coding
Routine ongoing work
Task yet to begin
Task underway
Task complete

A comprehensive set of actions, deadlines and assigned personnel is
defined in separate Action Plan Tables that work alongside these
logical flowcharts. Monitoring these specific actions allows the
progress of the work to be charted year to year. The priorities for
2006/7 are given overleaf.

Agreed Priorities for the 2006/7 Season
1. To hold at least 4 BCGAP steering group meetings annually
2. To increase the steering group membership to include other useful
partners
3. To identify new appealing geodiversity projects likely to attract funding
and make applications
4. To use the launch event to secure broad support for the work to date and
to open up new opportunities
5. To identify planning, regeneration, tourism or allied heritage projects
that geodiversity work should be included within and make this happen
6. To identify and pursue new funding initiatives for geodiversity projects
7. Monitoring and reporting progress

Agreed Priorities for the 2007/8 Season
• To identify new appealing geodiversity projects likely to attract funding
and make applications
• To identify and pursue new funding initiatives for geodiversity projects

Monitoring & Updating
Each year progress on these actions will be reviewed and progress reported
with the adoption of new and emerging priorities.

Help Us To Make A Difference
The Black Country Geodiversity Action Plan aims to make the wonderful
geological heritage of the Black Country accessible and enjoyable across the
four Black Country boroughs. It is a partnership between specialists and
non-specialists with a desire to make things better. If you would like to
help with any of the projects identified in these tables or if you have other
ideas for the geology of your area please don't hesitate to contact the
Geodiversity Partnership on 01384 443644 or via Dudley Museum & Art
Gallery 01384 815575.

